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Abstract: The purpose of the present study is developing the operation mode factor (OMF) by
remodeling the thermal efficiency model of a hybrid PVT collector during steady state. Joule heating
occurs when the photovoltaic (PV) panel operates at a high current during maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) on higher irradiation. Under these conditions, some electrical energy converts to
thermal energy within the PV cells. Joule heating contributed to increasing the PVT thermal efficiency.
The steps were to construct the OMF by remodeling the thermal efficiency involving the Joule heating
effect and to validate the results using the model by comparing the simulation and experiment. The
dimensionless OMF was responsible for changes in thermal efficiency for PVT-mode. The conductive
heat transfer coefficient from the surface to the absorber was the most decisive component in the
OMF. Heat removal factor and OMF might be interrelated at the mass flow rate by decreasing PV
temperature to maintain Joule heating. The proposed model with OMF had explained PVT-mode and
T-mode with the RMS value of less than 1%. This model complemented the results of the previous
studies. The results may contribute from the initial design to the operational monitoring for thermal
to electrical energy production.

Keywords: PVT efficiency; PVT-mode; T-mode; conductive heat transfer; top loss coefficient

1. Introduction

Solar energy is an abundant source of renewable energy. It can convert directly into
electrical energy by a photovoltaic (PV) module, thermal energy with a solar thermal
collector, and electrical and thermal energy simultaneously with a hybrid photovoltaic
(PVT) collector. A hybrid PVT collector attaches a PV module on the top of a flat-plate-type
thermal collector [1]. The original idea was to control the PV module temperature as low
as possible to maintain the electrical performance [2]. The thermal collector takes the
heat from the PV module by circulating fluids, such as water and air. Thus, the total solar
energy converted to electrical and thermal energy by the PVT collector can reach 60–70% [3].
The thermal energy generated by hybrid PVT collectors is applicable for low-temperature
applications, such as domestic hot water and low-temperature industrial processes, or
space heating [4,5].

Over the years, researchers have studied hybrid PVT collectors in various aspects.
They have developed the design constructions, operational parameters, materials selection,
system configurations, modeling simulation, and system performance [6]. The system
performance of the PVT systems is still an interesting topic for researchers. Those aspects
strongly influence the performance of the PVT system. The market expects the PVT system
to be more applicable and cheaper with higher performance. Concerning the thermal
efficiency ηt of PVT collector [7,8], formulated as;

ηt = FRτα− FRUL
(Ti − Ta)

I
(1)
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The PVT is influenced by heat removal factor FR, transmittance τ, absorptance α,
optical efficiency ηo or τα, overall loss coefficient UL (in W/m2.◦C), inlet water temperature
Ti (in ◦C), ambient air temperature Ta (in ◦C), and irradiance I (in W/m2). The collector
system has high performance, indicated by the high τα and low UL (see Equation (1)). The
energy gain part is FR(τα), while the energy loss part is FRUL(Ti − Ta)/I. It is assumed
that the PV cell in the PVT collector provides thermal resistance when electricity is not
generated [9]. It is essential to determine the correlation between the PV cell without
electricity generation and its resistance effect [10].

The thermal performance of the PVT system is influenced by the Joule heating when
simultaneously generating electrical and thermal energy (PVT-mode) [11,12]; there is an
important factor involved. Specifically, in an effective region [13], the PVT thermal efficiency
in PVT-mode is higher than in T-mode. Joule heating has the effect of improving the thermal
efficiency up to 13%. Joule heating appears when the PV panel works at a high electrical
current during maximum power point tracking (MPPT) at higher irradiation. Joule heating
induces a lower increase in the cell temperature. Joule heating is the heat generated when
the electrical current passes through the resistive material. A part of the electrical energy
in PV cells becomes thermal energy. At the zero reduced temperature, the PVT thermal
efficiency in the PVT-mode is higher than in T-mode when generated heat only. With the
conditions, Ti ≈ Ta or I is high.

The thermal performance of PVT collectors still attracts the attention of researchers to
this day. Various thermal efficiency models have obtained more accurate results. Several
numerical models have been used to evaluate the performance of PVT systems in more
detail up to three dimensions, assisted by simulations with various conditions, such as
steady state, transient, and real time [14–25]. Salameh et al. [14] developed a novel three-
dimensional numerical model for the thermal efficiency of the PVT system and tested the
flow adopting the usual k–epsilon model. The model applied the symmetric convection
and boundary conditions for the PVT cooling system. Boumaaraf et al. [15] developed the
numerical models for electrical and thermal efficiency using MATLAB simulation. They
compared the electrical and thermal performance between a classical PV generator and
water glazed PVT collector under northern Sahara climatic conditions. Slimani et al. [18]
developed and validated a numerical model of thermal and electrical performance through
experimental results indicated in the previous literature. The numerical model took the heat
balance equations and different thermal and electrical parameters for each configuration.
Simonetti et al. [19] developed a model to simulate a hybrid photovoltaic–thermal collector
under a transient regime. The model used a control volume approach. The collector is
divided into small elemental volumes where the energy equation is solved using a bidimen-
sional finite difference method. Yu et al. [20] developed a novel 2D irradiance temperature
coupling model for the performance of flat-plate PVT systems. M’Sirdi et al. [21] developed
a nonlinear state-space model of a hybrid photovoltaic/thermal (glazed and unglazed PVT)
system to couple the electrical and hydraulic circuits. The proposed model was used to
predict, monitor, diagnosis, and increase the life span. El Manssouri et al. [22] developed the
1D (dimensional) steady-state numerical model and performed the bifluid using MATLAB.
It used a commercial WISC PVT collector by adding an air channel, an aluminum absorber
with fins, and a layer of thermal insulation. Khelifa et al. [23] established and verified a
theoretical model of 22 designs for a concentrating PVT dual-fluid solar collector with 1D
steady-state energy-balance equations. The air and water mass flow rates were varied to
predict the system performances. Shen et al. [24] developed a theoretical model of the heat
transfer in the PVT collector with different parallel cooling channels that was established to
evaluate the effect on the thermal performance of the PVT collector. Najafi et al. [25] pre-
dicted the thermal efficiency of PVT collector by modifying multilayer perceptron artificial
neural network (MLP-ANN), adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), and least
squares support vector machine (LSSVM) approaches. Boumaaraf et al. [16] developed
a mathematical model based on heat transfer balance equations and electrical and ther-
mophysical proprieties to draw the output behavior of both PV module and hybrid PVT
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water-based system. Sahlaoui et al. [17] developed a numerical analysis and experimental
validation of the thermal and electrical behavior of the air PVT collector based on the
geometric design and the Tunisia climate conditions. The thermal modeling used the heat
balance equations of each component. Das et al. [26] developed a novel thermal model for
a PVT system which includes the thermal contact resistance between the layers of a PVT
system and individual resistance. This model provides a clear understanding of how the
properties of each layer influence their overall performance.

From those studies, numerical and theoretical models have predicted the thermal
performance of PVT collectors with a certain complexity and flexibility. However, they
have not included the effect of Joule heating, or Joule heating has not been the focus of the
discussion. As a result, they have not explained the Joule heating effect on the thermal
performance of a hybrid PVT collector. The commonly used thermal efficiency model has
not also covered the Joule heating effect [7,8]. A factor needs to be involved and proved
empirically in the thermal efficiency model used to explain the Joule heating effect on
thermal efficiency in PVT-mode. A performance analysis was carried out for the previous
result in steady-state [13]. The purpose of this study is to develop the operation mode
factor (OMF) by remodeling the thermal efficiency model of a hybrid PVT collector during
steady state.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experiment Setup

Figure 1 shows the previous outdoor experiment to observe the Joule heating effect by
experimenting with PVT-mode and T-mode alternately [13]. From the experimental setup
in Figure 1a, the PVT collector faced south from the Kanagawa Institute of Technology
campus, Atsugi—Japan, at a 50◦ tilt. For constant temperature setting and single flow rates
(

.
m = 6.7 × 10 m3/s ≈ 4 L/min), the water circulation system used a temperature-controlled

water chamber connected to a pump and flow meter. The heat exchanger system took
heat from the outlet water collector before entering the water circulation system. The
experiments took place during sunny days in winter, with four inlet water temperatures
Ti = 12; 15; 20; and 25 ◦C. The data of irradiation I from pyranometer, wind speed Vw
from anemometer, inlet water temperature Ti, outlet water temperature To, ambient air
temperature Ta, voltage Vmpp, and current Impp were collected by a data logger every 30 s.
Data collection was focused during 12:00–13:00 to ensure stable irradiation and ambient
air temperature. The experiments were run before and after that period to avoid the
hysteresis effect on the PVT collector. Figure 1b shows the PVT array 2 × 2 connected in
series for higher power output to provide a higher Joule heating effect. The experiment
used polycrystalline silicon (p-Si) PV modules. Each PV module covered the top of the
thermal collector. The numbers indicated the water flow from 1 (as inlet)—2—3—4 (as
outlet). Figure 1c shows the construction of the PVT collector. Each PVT collector is
790 mm × 820 mm, or 0.60 m2. Each PV module area Apv is 780 mm × 770 mm or 0.58 m2.
The total area of the PVT collector Ac is 2.40 m2. A more detailed setup was given by [13].

2.2. Construction of Operation Mode Factor (OMF)

The construction operational mode factor (OMF) was obtained by remodeling the
thermal efficiency model as shown in Equation (1) to the thermal efficiency results in [13].
Joule heating is involved in the results. As the previous results were carried out outdoors
with the wind loss effect due to wind convection, it was then added back to the system to
become the without wind loss effect (ideal condition).

Figure 2 shows the model analysis of the current PVT system: a simple solar energy
balance during PVT-mode is shown in Figure 2a and its thermal simplification in Figure 2b.
The analysis assumed that (1) the hysteresis effect was neglectable due to the system being
in a steady state, (2) the surface temperature, TS (◦C) was consistent throughout the glass
layer area, (3) the glass layer did not permeate the sun’s heat, (4) the layer of the backside
absorber was appropriately insulated, (5) the adhesive had excellent electrical insulation
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and thermal conduction [27], (6) the τα was considered unchanged for T-mode and PVT-
mode, and (7) the temperature of a silicon solar cell was constant along the direction
perpendicular to the glass plate.
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For overviews, there are differences in addressing PV cells as a reference. Florschuetz [7]
treated the PV cells as the absorber, and included the radiation effect between the glass
plate and the other surface forming the flow passage and the convection effect between the
surface and the collector fluid. As assumed, no heat transfer occurred via the PV cells. It
may give lower heat transport from the fin to the tube to lower the efficiency. The thermal
resistance reduces, while thermal conductivity increases, in the absorber. These increase
the electrical and thermal conversion into usable heat and release it to the water fluid
Qth. It is changed into electricity and channeled to the load Qe. The remaining losses
leave the system (W) and never become absorbed by reflection Qre f and by radiation Qrad,
discharged to the air as convection loss Qconv.
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Here,
Qs = Qpvt + Ql,tot (2)

where Qpvt is the PVT solar conversion and Ql,tot as the total losses. Here, Qpvt is the total
solar conversion by the PV layer Qpv and the thermal layer Qth, so

Qpvt = Qth + Qpv (3)

In this analysis, the Qpv generates both Qe and Qih.

Qpv = Qe + Qih (4)

Both PVT and T-mode, the electrical-internal heat, Qih, consequently enter the PVT
system as the usable heat Qih,th or as the loss heat Qih,l , so

Qih = Qih,th + Qih,l (5)

Then, the total energy losses Ql,tot is expressed as

Ql,tot = Qrad + Qconv + Qre f + Qih,l (6)
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Here, the energy balance for the PVT collector from the source of solar cell energy,
with a size Ac of 1 m2, can be expressed as follows:

Qth + Qe = Ac Iτα (7)

From Figure 2, the PVT collector expresses heat balance at the silicon solar cell as follows:

Qth = Qu,th + Qih,th + Ql,tot (8)

where Qth is the thermal energy absorbed by the surface of PVT collector Ac (m2), with the
heat transfer coefficient from the surface to an absorber of PVT collector KSA (W/m2.C)
and the temperature difference between the surface and fluid of PVT, TS and Tf (◦C),
respectively. Here, in steady state, the absorber temperature TA = Tf .

Qth = KSA Ac(TS − Tf ) (9)

As Tf is the medium fluid temperature between the inlet Ti and outlet To to/from the
collector, which is

Tf = (Ti + To)/2 (10)

or as an inlet water temperature Ti;

Ti = 2Tf − To (11)

then Equation (9) also can be expressed as

Qth = KSA Ac(TS − Ti) (12)

Then, Ql,tot is the loss of Ac (m2) with the overall heat loss coefficient of PVT UL
(W/m2.C) and the temperature difference between Ts (◦C) and the ambient Ta (◦C).

Ql,tot = UL Ac(TS − Ta) (13)

Then, Qth is expressed as

Qth = KSA Ac(TS − Ti) + UL Ac(TS − Ta) (14)

Substituting Equation (14) into Equation (7) and then dividing by Ac I, results in the
thermal efficiency ηt;

ηt = (τα− ηe)−
UL(TS − Ta)

I
(15)

To obtain TS in Equation (15) by substituting Equation (7) into Equation (14), the result
is inserted into the loss part of Equation (15).

ηt =
KSA

KSA + UL
(τα− ηe)−

KSAUL
KSA + UL

(Ti − Ta)

I
(16)

or

ηt =
KSA

KSA + UL

{
(τα− ηe)−

UL(Ti − Ta)

I

}
(17)

Equation (1) is modified to be Equation (17) for T-mode and PVT-mode analysis. The
product τα is assumed to be 0.81 [28]. The practical value of ηe is provided by Equation
(25), based on experimental results [29,30]. As shown, Equation (17) is integrated with ηe
and the dimensionless operation mode factor (OMF):

OMF = KSA/(KSA + UL) (18)
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OMF is the ratio between the heat transfer coefficient of useful energy KSA to the sum
of the heat transfer coefficient KSA and the overall heat loss UL. Because of the different
operation modes, then the OMF in Equation (17) is distinguished by

T−mode : OMFt = KSA,t/(KSA,t + UL,t) and PVT−mode OMFpvt = KSA,pvt/(KSA,pvt + UL,pvt) (19)

2.3. Validation

The results for the currently developed model are validated by comparing the thermal
efficiency from simulation ηt,sim with the thermal efficiency from regression ηt,reg from
Equations (21)–(24) by using a root mean square (RMS) percentage deviation:

RMSs−r =

√
∑ [100x(ηt ,sim−ηt,reg)/ηt,reg]

2

n RMSs−e =

√
∑ [100x(ηt ,sim−ηt,exp)/ηt,exp]

2

n RMSr−e =

√
∑ [100x(ηt ,reg−ηt,exp)/ηt,exp]

2

n (20)

where n is the number of data points observed. Previously, there was an actual thermal
efficiency from the experimental results ηt,exp. Now, there are two types of thermal efficiency
available to examine RMS. It can be combined to find out the other value of RMS. The
experimental values of thermal efficiency ηt,exp are as previous experimental results [13],
including solar radiation intensity, ambient temperature, inlet and outlet water temperature,
water mass flow rate, PV surface and back temperature, wind velocity, electrical power, etc.
The operational parameters, inlet water temperature, and water mass flow rate improve
the system performance [31].

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Reconstruction Thermal Efficiency with Operation Mode Factor (OMF)

The linear regression solved Equation (21) for T-mode and Equation (22) for PVT-mode
for the wind loss effect [13]. In the same way, it was also repeated for T-mode and PVT-
mode for the without wind loss effect on Equations (23) and (24). Equation (20) calculated
the RMS value. Table 1 summarizes the results. Equation (17) uses the required parameters
in Table 1 to prove the simulation using the results in [13]. Those parameters completed the
ratio between PVT-mode to T-mode, such as OMFpvt/OMFt, KSA,pvt/KSA,t, UL,pvt/UL,t.

Table 1. Summary of parameters constructed from the regression of experimental results.

Items Wind Loss Effect Without Wind Loss Effect

Parameter Unit T-Mode PVT-Mode T-Mode PVT-Mode

KSA W/m2.◦C 44.38 176.11 46.68 242.95
UL W/m2.◦C 28.24 36.57 23.34 32.93
ηt→ (Ti − Ta)/I = 0 ×100% 0.495 0.567 0.540 0.603
(Ti − Ta)/I → ηt = 0 ◦C.m2/W 0.029 0.019 0.035 0.021
ηt/[(Ti − Ta)/I] %.m2/◦C.W 17.26 30.28 15.58 29.00
RMSr−e % 16.3 11.3 14.0 10.2
OMF ≈ FR

- 0.61 0.83 0.67 0.88
OMFpvt/OMFt

- 1.36 1.31
KSA,pvt/KSA,t - 3.84 9.82
UL,pvt/UL,t - 1.27 1.43

Wind loss effect (from actual measurement):

T−mode : ηt = 49.5− 1726.2
(Ti − Ta)

I
(21)

PVT−mode : ηt = 56.7− 3028.1
(Ti − Ta)

I
(22)
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Without wind loss effect (ideal condition):

T−mode : ηt = 54.0− 1556.7
(Ti − Ta)

I
(23)

PVT−mode : ηt = 60.3− 2900.3
(Ti − Ta)

I
(24)

The electrical and thermal efficiency complemented the correlation analysis. At steady
state and MPPT [13], electrical efficiency as a function of collector surface temperature TS:

ηe = 14.21− 0.0547TS (25)

with the R2 = 0.811. ηe theorizes as

ηe = ηr(1− β(TS − Tr)) (26)

where β is the efficiency temperature coefficient. For a crystalline PV module, β ≈ 0.0045.
ηr is the PV reference efficiency at the reference temperature Tr= 25 ◦C.

3.2. Simulation

Figure 3 shows the PVT performance in thermal efficiency ηt versus the reduced
temperature parameter (Ti − Ta)/I for wind loss effect; (a) T-mode and (b) PVT-mode.
From Figure 3a, the T-mode simulation is represented by the black circle markers while the
T-mode experiments by the white circle markers. The trend line for both T-modes crossed
each other, with the slope ηt/(Ti − Ta)/I ≈ 1726.0 for the simulation and 1726.2 for the
experimentation. For Figure 3b, PVT-mode simulation is represented by the black rectangle
markers, while the PVT-mode experiment is by the white rectangle markers. The trend line
for both T-modes also crossed with the slope ηt/(Ti − Ta)/I ≈ 3049.5 for the simulation
and 3025.1 for the experimentation. Based on Equation (20), the RMSs−r values of the
ηt.sim to ηt.reg were 0.82% for T-mode and 0.00% for PVT-mode, giving an average of 0.4%,
whereas the RMSs−e values of the ηt.sim to ηt. exp for T-mode and PVT-mode were 16.3%
and 10.9%, with an average of 12.9%.
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Figure 4 shows the PVT performance of thermal efficiency ηt versus the reduced
temperature parameter (Ti − Ta)/I for without wind loss effect; (a) T-mode and (b) PVT-
mode. In Figure 4a, the T-mode simulation is represented by the black diamond markers,
while the experiment is by the white diamond markers. The trend lines for both T-modes
crossed each other, with the slope ηt/(Ti − Ta)/I ≈ 1556.0 for the simulation and 1556.7 for
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the experiment. For Figure 4b, PVT-mode simulation is represented by the black triangle
markers, while the PVT-mode experiment is by the white triangle markers. The trend lines
for both T-modes also crossed, with the slope ηt/(Ti − Ta)/I ≈ 2921.5 for the simulation
and 2900.0 for the experimentation. Based on Equation (20), the RMSs−r values of the ηt.sim
to ηt.reg are 0.02% for T-mode and 0.74% for PVT-mode, giving an average of 0.4%, whereas
the RMSs−e values of the ηt.sim to ηt. exp for T-mode and PVT-mode were 10.2% and 14.0%,
with an average of 12.1%.
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Figure 5 shows the PVT performance of thermal efficiency ηt versus the reduced tem-
perature parameter (Ti − Ta)/I of simulation results for (a) wind loss effect and (b) without
wind loss effect of T-mode vs. PVT-mode. From Figure 5a,b, the trend line of T-mode
versus PVT-mode crossed each other. For the wind loss effect, the crossing point was
ηt = 39.8% and (Ti − Ta)/I = 0.0056, whereas for the without wind loss effects, at ηt = 46.4
and (Ti − Ta)/I = 0.0049. The cross point was not much different compared to the results
of the experiment; ηt = 40.0% and (Ti − Ta)/I= 0.0055 for the wind loss effect, or ηt = 46.7%
and (Ti − Ta)/I = 0.0047 for the without wind loss effect [13]. The total efficiency of PVT,
ηpvt = ηt + ηe, at these crossing points are approximately 52.3% and 58.9% for wind loss
effect and without wind loss effect, respectively. The area between 0 and the crossing point
was called the effective region [13].

Figure 6 more specifically describes electrical efficiency versus thermal efficiency
for the PVT-mode (simulation) versus the T-mode (simulation). Using Equation (25) to
calculate ηe based on TS, which was conducted simultaneously [2]. ηe as a function of
TS was plotted into the graph ηt versus (Ti − Ta)/I as the X-axis, as well as ηe versus
(Ti − Ta)/I. As shown in the graphs, ηe also decreased for (Ti − Ta)/I >> 0, as well as
for TS >> 0 in Equation (25). Suppose the lowest ηt occurred at (Ti − Ta)/I for Figure 6a,
then ηe only lost 0.24% from 12.9% at (Ti − Ta)/I = 0. Suppose the cross point occurred
at (Ti − Ta)/I = 0.05 for Figure 6b, then ηe only lost 0.79% from 12.9% at (Ti − Ta)/I = 0.
When (Ti − Ta)/I >> 0, ηe was smaller, the Joule heating effect was also low. Joule heating
was only effective in increasing thermal efficiency in the interval with 0 ≤ (Ti − Ta)/I ≤
0.05 as the effective region.

For more details, Table 2 summarizes the complete parameters as the result of the
simulation analysis in Figures 3–6, such as KSA, UL, ηt, (Ti − Ta)/I, RMS, etc. There was
no significant difference between Tables 1 and 2. That is, the OMF component of the
experiment and the simulation provided almost identical values.
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Table 2. Summary of parameters constructed from the OMF simulation results.

Items Wind Loss Effect Without Wind Loss Effect

Parameter Unit T-Mode PVT-Mode T-Mode PVT-Mode

KSA W/m2.◦C 44.39 180.42 46.68 257.34
UL W/m2.◦C 28.25 36.70 23.34 32.96
ηt→ (Ti − Ta)/I = 0 ×100% 0.495 0.569 0.540 0.603
(Ti − Ta)/I → ηt = 0 ◦C.m2/W 0.029 0.019 0.035 0.021
ηt/[(Ti − Ta)/I] %.m2/◦C.W 17.26 30.28 15.58 29.22
RMS(r−e) % 16.3 10.9 14.0 10.2
RMS(s−e) % 0.00 0.82 0.02 0.74
KSA/UL - 1.57 4.92 2.00 7.81
OMF ≈ FR

- 0.61 0.83 0.67 0.89
OMFpvt/OMFt

- 1.36 1.33
KSA,pvt/KSA,t - 4.06 5.51
UL,pvt/UL,t - 1.30 1.41
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Figure 7 shows the simulation results of thermal efficiency versus reduced temperature
for without and wind loss effect. The OMF values were varied by increasing the values
of KSA and UL proportionally. Then, the results were simulated for thermal efficiency. As
seen in Figure 7a for the without wind loss effect, increasing OMF of 0.06 from 0.82 to 0.89
has the potential to increase the thermal efficiency by 3.9%. Figure 7b for the wind loss
effect, shows increasing OMF of 0.04 from 0.88 to 0.92, potentially increasing the thermal
efficiency by 2.7%.
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4. Discussion

A simple, steady-state, one-dimensional thermal efficiency model has constructed the
proposed thermal efficiency model with the influence factors. The result was validated and
tested during T-mode and PVT-mode using the original experimental data [13]. Based on
the results, OMF can explain the crossing of thermal efficiency lines between T-mode and
PVT-mode. For more details, let us discuss some findings here.

First, to understand the most decisive component of OMF we compare PVT-mode
with T-mode. As shown in Table 2, KSA,pvt/KSA,t= 4.06 and 5.51, then UL,pvt/UL,t = 1.30
and 1.41 for wind loss effect and without wind loss effect, respectively. KSA changes more
significantly than UL. In other words, KSA was the most decisive component in OMF, which
gives OMFpvt/OMFt= 1.36 and 1.33 for with and without wind loss effect, respectively.
The reason for the KSA changes is as follows: during steady-state, when a load variation
took place with the ambient air temperature remaining constant, the different loads had
an effect on the overall conduction coefficient. Then, the temperature gradient across the
PV surface would change, which means that the overall thermal conductivity of the PVT
collector changed. Based on formula and value, OMF might correlate to FR. The empirical
relation between FR and OMF may need to be studied further [32]. For the cases of wind
loss effect and without wind loss effect, the RMS (sim.) value of PVT-mode of 10.6% was
smaller than the T-mode of 15.2%.

Second, the PVT-mode thermal efficiency is greater than T-mode in the effective
region, as shown in Figure 6b through KSA/UL (refer to Equations (12) and (13), and
KSA/UL = Qu,th(TS − Ta)/QL,tot(TS − Ti)). As shown in Table 2, the KSA/UL of T-mode
and PVT-mode for the wind loss effect are 1.57 and 4.92, or 2.0 and 7.81 for the without
wind loss effect. The reasons why KSA/UL for PVT-mode was bigger than T-mode (in the
effective region) can be explained as follows. Apart from heating, radiation entering a solar
cell separates the electrons from their atomic bond. It produces the electron–hole pairs due
to the PV conversion of a photoelectric current flow in the circuit. The bandgap decreases
with temperature. Through thermal activation, more electrons cross the energy gap. These
cause the dark current to increase. The open-circuit voltage decreases. Then, the thermal
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resistance of the absorber decreases, though the thermal conductivity increases. Finally,
the electrical and thermal efficiency increase. As assumed in the Materials and Methods
section, the PV cell in the PVT collector provided thermal resistance due to the additional
thermal mass of the PV layer [9]. Therefore, there is heat from the internal heating Qih,th as
expressed in Equation (5). For T-mode, Qih,th = 0.

Third, we see the relation between OMF and FR. Referring OMF to Equation (17) and FR
(see Equation (6.7.3) in [33]), OMF may represent FR at Equation (1) for T-mode, but not for
PVT-mode. OMF was more triggered by the operation mode (PVT-mode and T-mode) [13],
while FR was more influenced by the geometrical design and construction parameters [32,34].
They might be interrelated at the mass flow rate as the effect of decreasing PV temperature,
thereby optimizing PV output [35], which maintains Joule heating. By formula, OMF and
FR did not seem directly related to each other. However, by involving the previous analysis,
OMF and FR might be related to each other. In PVT-mode, the material absorber in KSA
might become more conductive or less resistive. Then, from the beginning, it already had
the approach to consider the condition with and without wind loss effects. Based on the
results and analysis with the approach, the top-loss coefficient Ut was the most dominant
component to change the overall heat loss coefficient UL uring PVT-mode.

Fourth, we explain the difference in RMS values. The value of OMF is less than
1% because it is derived from the regression formula of thermal efficiency. The thermal
efficiency with OMF had good agreement with the thermal efficiency regression formula,
while the average RMS(r−e) and RMS(s−e) for both T-mode and PVT-mode is 12.5%. The
deviation between the experimental and theoretical values was due to the fluctuations in
data taken during outdoor experiments over several days, which was accommodated in
modeling. Even in a steady state, it could not control the outdoor parameters, such as ambi-
ent temperature, wind speed, solar irradiance, and other losses. The simple development of
OMF from the steady-state thermal efficiency regression formula can give adequate results
in explaining both PVT- and T-mode based on original experimental data.

From the Review section, the Joule heating effects on the thermal efficiency of the PVT
collector, as shown in [13], have not been discussed by the previous models, although some
have been, such as PVT-mode and T-mode [9,11]. However, they have not focused on, or
discussed, the Joule heating effect. Some have focused on system performance [11,36,37],
performance parameters [38], and design validation [39]. Joule heating effects on thermal
efficiency was studied indoors using a hybrid PVT collector [40] and a halogen solar
simulator [13] that was made. From the experiment with PV module only (without the
T-part as cooling), the surface temperature of the PV module when generating electricity
(PV-On) was slightly higher than without generating electricity (PV-Off) [41]. As the system
and operation are not the same, it is not suitable to compare the results of this model to the
other models directly. Further aspects of the presented model should be only comparable to
the relevant systems and experimental setup [13]. The current proposed thermal efficiency
model can complement the previous models.

Analytically, the PVT system can apply OMF to analyze from the early design to the
post-installation to identify the effective region described in Figure 6b and simulated in
Figure 7. The design can include OMF as an important parameter, such as FR. Concerning
the manufacturability and production cost, it can contribute from the initial stages of
design to predict its value. In the operation stage after installation, by considering the
electricity and low-temperature heat as equally important, OMF can be used to monitor
the optimal thermal and electrical energy production for the domestic small- and medium-
scale PVT systems [42–44], even on the industrial scale [45]. Furthermore, this will be
interesting in terms of low investment cost and penetration of the PVT system in the
future [46,47]. Therefore, for future research direction, the material analysis of the layer by
layer has to determine the expected values for KSA and UL, as well as software development
optimization parameter design [48] with advanced working fluids [49] and intelligent
forecasting in operation [50].
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5. Conclusions

Steady-state modeling of the Joule heating effect has explained the thermal efficiency
of hybrid PVT collectors during electricity generation. The primary results are outlined as
follows. The operation mode factor (OMF) as a dimensionless parameter, constructed by
KSA and UL, is responsible for changes in the thermal efficiency of T-mode and PVT-mode.
From T-mode to PVT-mode, OMF increases 1.3 times, with KSA and UL by more than 4 times
and 1.3 times, respectively. OMF may correlate to FR, and their empirical relation may need
to be studied further. The most decisive component in OMF was KSA, which may reduce the
absorber thermal resistance, while the thermal conductivity increases (see Tables 1 and 2).
There was additional heat from internal heating in the effective region, which caused the
PVT-mode thermal efficiency to be higher than T-mode. The electrical efficiency ηe decreases
as the PV surface temperature TS increases, and the reduced temperature (Ti − Ta)/I also
increases. Thus, the Joule heating effect also decreases. This OMF thermal efficiency model
can complement the previous models. The steady-state thermal efficiency model with OMF
has confirmed PVT-mode and T-mode. The practical application of OMF is for domestic
small- and medium-scale PVT systems, considering the electricity and low-temperature
heat as equally important. For future research, the layers analysis should investigate KSA
and UL values, as well as software development, for design optimization and operation.
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Abbreviations

PVT Hybrid photovoltaic and thermal
EVA Ethylene Vinyl Acetate
SC Short-circuit
RMS Root mean square
OMF Operation mode factor
p-Si Polycrystalline silicon
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
OC Open-circuit
vs. Versus
Nomenclatures
TS Collector surface temperature [◦C]
TA Absorber temperature [◦C]
Ti Inlet water temperature [◦C]
Tf Medium temperature of fluid [◦C]
Ta Ambient air temperature [◦C]
UL Collector overall loss coefficient [W/m2.◦C]
ηe Electrical efficiency of PV [%]
β Temperature coefficient of PV cell
ηt Thermal efficiency of a collector [%]
ηpvt Total efficiency of PVT collector [%]
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ηt,sim Thermal efficiency from simulation [%]
ηt,reg Thermal efficiency from regression [%]
n Number of data points observed
RMSr−e RMS value regression to experiment
Qs Total solar energy strikes the system [W]
Qth Thermal energy converted [W]
Qre f Energy loss by reflection [W]
Qconv Energy loss by convection [W]
Ql,tot Total losses [W]
Qpv Energy generated by the PV cell [W]
KSA Cond. h. tr. coeff. Surf. – Abs. [W/m2.◦C]
Qre f Energy loss by reflection [W]
Qconv Energy loss by convection [W]
Qu Useful heat collected by the fluid [W]
.

m Mass flow rate [m3/s] or [litre/minute]
Apv Effective PV area [m2]
Vmpp Voltage output of PV at MPPT [V]
Impp Current output of PV at MPPT [A]
RL Load resistor [Ω]
To Outlet water temperature [◦C]
Ac Total area of PVT collector [m2]
FR Heat removal factor
ηr Reference efficiency of PV cell [%]
Tr Reference temperature of PV cell [%]
τ Transmittance
α Absorptance
ηo Optical efficiency [%]
ηt,exp Thermal efficiency from the experiment
RMSs−e RMS value simulation to experiment
RMSs−r RMS value simulation to regression
Qu,th Thermal energy transferred to the fluid [W]
Qrad Energy loss radiation [W]
Qpvt Solar energy converted by PVT [W]
Qe Electrical energy converted by PV [W]
Qih Electro-thermal / internal heating energy [W]
Qih,th Useful heat from internal heating [W]
Qih,l Waste heat from internal heating [W]
UL Overall loss coefficient [W/m2.◦C]
OMFpvt Operation Mode Factor for PVT-mode
OMFt Operation Mode Factor for T-mode
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